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A record shop in Toronto hopes to capture the communitys spirit of supporting local
talent, from musicians to installation artists anyone with the desire to make art really all the while selling vinyl records to pay for the space.
June Records co-founders Ian Cheung and Dennis Reynolds held a soft opening for
their boutique vinyl store this past June, a name that came by no coincidence. The pair
met playing together in a band and spoke of the idea of being able to work with music.
A target month of June was set for the opening, hence the store name. It also holds a
plural meaning, inspired by the name of Cheungs late grandmother.
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Located on the College Street strip, June Records hopes to not only be a space that embraces Torontos creative and artistic niche, but also a suitable place for underrepresented music.You dont really start a store on whats available in the world, Cheung explains.
You start a store for a community of people thats physically tangible and the relationships you build. He compares it to opening a bookstore or video rental store, both of
which sound crazy in the age of digital consumption.
Cheung sits in the back room of June Records, a stock room that doubles as their
workspace. Itll expand into Junes community activity room, an integral part of its
mandate. Magazine launches, podcasts, music shows, vinyl recordings, and community
events all within Junes goal of neighborhood bonding opportunities.
A purchase at June will be an experience, rather than a simple transaction.Cheung finishes his tilapia burrito, a late lunch run, and folds the silver wrapper into a square before trashing it in the bin behind him. He gets up and signals me to the back door.
Smoke break, he says, before flipping a Belmont into his mouth. Loki, Cheungs Jack
Russell Terrier, who had been patiently pacing the room, follows.The record store business is a curation business, Cheung adds. Its a trust business. You learn peoples taste
and you learn not to take advantage of that trust because you respect and honor it and
know exactly what kind of music they like. You might not have to like it, but at least
know it.
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After moving to Toronto three years ago, Cheung worked at Kops Records, taking on
tasks from A to Z, training himself in the business side of a record store.Cheungs ambition for Junes website is again in line with their philosophy of being community centric.
He sees the blog roll to be filled with local band interviews that focus on the people and
less on the music.
Im more interested in who the people are and putting context to when you hear the
music, he says. For me, listening to music in context changes the way music sounds.Another function of the website and shop is to share resources around the city. I want us to
be able to talk about the two or three guys or gals that are doing great silk screening or
the print shops that are helpful and accessible for little runs.
On the day of the soft opening, Cheung is manning the cash, greeting familiar faces and
curious passerby patrons. Reynolds runs between the stock room and the front, carrying
records in his arms like precious cargo. He shelves them in the bins as quickly as
possible. After a few dozen records, he tears down the craft paper covering the shops
windows.
It feels good, Reynolds says. Weve been working inside for so long I almost forgot what
it looks like outside.
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Reynolds and Cheung took on the task of building the stores record bins. Sky blue is the
colour they chose, to avoid distractions from the records themselves, wanting the shop
to be a little more art, a little less bohemian.

Records are the important thing, Cheung adds. Not the amazingly velvet wall paper.
After Cheungs smoke break, he circles the back room, looking for something to cross off
his to-do list. It comes down to the little things, he says about opening a record shop. I
know how to do it, but its just a mountain of documents.
June Records is looking to hold a grand opening celebration during the first weekend of
November. The three-day celebration will include a magazine launch, bands playing
and a vinyl party Saturday night.
Records, theyre labor intensive. Its the nature of the business, but our goal is to be genuine about our approach, Cheung says. Music is supposed to be fun. If you do it well,
with the best intentions, good things will come along.
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